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The video continued to play.

Pearl self-destructed that shee had pushed Brielle down the cliff.

Pearl was scared to shit in public by Brielle.

Pearl and Jordan discussed to discredit Brielle, bribe Quinn, Jaxson and Austin, and let them discredit Brielle together. They all

agreed.

There were also scenes of Brielle crawling in the dark and twisted forest, swinging tree vines, beating up the monkey group,

beating up Martes flavigula’s family, and so on.

After the video was played, the faces of the six people were very ugly.

Even the only Brielle who did not make mistakes was very ugly.

Because, the scene of her crawling all over the forest and swaying tree vines was really not elegant.

That was not something a female celebrity should do.

Not to mention a female celebrity, even if it was an ordinary woman, doing that kind of behavior was a rather explosive

existence.

Brielle felt that her reputation had also been ruined.

This program team was really schemeing!

All of a sudden, six stars were destroyed.

Only the reporters below the stage were very happy, holding cameras and shooting wildly at them.

Then, a barrage of questions followed.

“Pearl, after watching the video, do you have anything to say? What you did in the video seems to be completely different from

what you just said!”

“Pearl, you clearly took over Brielle’s identity as the daughter of Galley family and enjoyed twenty years of wealth and glory. Why

are you not grateful at all? Why are you always targeting Brielle? Do you think your way of doing things fits the basic rules of

being a human?” Pearl asked.

“Pearl, please answer me. It is understandable that you hate Brielle. After all, she will threaten your position as a fake when she

comes back. You can’t bear to leave the Galley family. It is understandable that you want to get rid of Brielle and continue to

occupy her position. But Jordan can’t threaten your position, and he has always been brainless to protect you. Why are you so

cruel to him?” Pearl asked.

“Pearl, the time when Jordan fell into the river, you deliberately pretended to hug Austin and stopped him from saving Jordan,

right? D

you want Jordan to die?” Pearl asked.

“Pearl, do you want Jordan to die because you want to splash dirty water on Brielle, or do you hate Jordan and want him to

die

“Pearl, do you want to kill all of Galley family’s people and take over Galley family’s property?”

Everyone’s questions were almost all about Pearl.

Because her image was the most thoroughly subverted, and her actions were the worst, making people angry and shocked.

Pearl was stunned, her face was as white as paper, and her body was shaking like a sieve.

In the face of the reporters’ questions, she only felt afraid and did not know how to answer them.

Her heart was collapsing.

She was collapsing and angry at the same time.

Why… Why was everything in the forest captured?

She was finished.

She was completely finished!

“Pearl, please answer our questions! You have been targeting Brielle in the forest this time. You asked Jordan to help you bully

Brielle and to order her around. You look very skilled. Does it prove that you used to treat Brielle like this in private? But you

turned black and white and said in front of the camera that you have been bullied by Brielle all the time?

“In the forest, you said that your brother forced Brielle to sign the contract to deliberately humiliate you in order to support you. Is

this true? Is it your idea, or your brother’s idea?”

“Does Galley family not like Brielle in the first place, or is it because you used the some method to sow discord between

them?”

Pearl did not answer, but the reporters continued to ask questions.

There were all kinds of questions.

Pearl shook her head hard and screamed, “It’s not true! This video is not real! It must be the program team’s late-production

to slander us!”

“Yes, it must be like this!”

“Brielle must have bribed the program team and caused the program team to destroy the five of us!”

“Brielle loves unspoken rules the most. Every film and every variety show, she will sleep all the staff members of the crew and

ask the staff to help her! These things have already been exposed on the Internet!”

“This time, she must have used the same trick again. She used her body to bribe the entire program team, let the team hype her

up and ruin us!”

program

The director was instantly unhappy. He picked up the microphone and said angrily. “Pearl, don’t slander us. If you dare to talk

nonsense again, I will sue you for slander!”

“Fake? How can you say that? Where can I find six people who are exactly the same as you to film this fake video?“

“Don’t say that this is a computer synthesis. This is the real picture. If computer synthesis can reach this level, the film industry

doesn’t need real people!”

The director paused his output and rebutted all of Pearl’s words.

In the end, he sneered in disdain. “Look at how you are acting now. That resentful look in your eyes is exactly the same as in the

video. How is the video fake?”

“Ah!” Pearl held her head and screamed.

She collapsed and cried. She fell to the ground and scolded, “How can you take photos without our permission? You are

breaking the law. I will sue you!”

“You ruined me and ruined my reputation. I will not let you have a good time. I will let you be in prison!”

The director sneered. “Who said I wasn’t allowed to take photos? The contract clearly stated that in order to obtain better

materials, there might be hidden filming actions(taking photos). The other party knew and willingly accepted this action.
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“Apart from Brielle, I personally signed the contract with the five of you. I know that you think that the terms in the contract. are

too long and you are too lazy to look at it. I am also very responsible for reading them one by one for you. I asked if you

understood and if you had any objections. You did not have any objections at that time.”

“There were lawyers present when the contract was signed and there were surveillance cameras. If you don’t want to admit it, I

can find the video when the contract was signed and let everyone see if I am lying!”

Pearl was so angry that her face turned green and then red, and her whole body trembled violently.

She thought that the terms in the contract were just to scare people.”

When the director said that he was taking photos, she also thought that it was a surprise attack during the filming process.

For example, before the artist woke up in the morning, the program team suddenly launched a surprise attack and captured the

appearance of the artist who had just woken up.

It was not only Pearl who felt this way, but everyone else also felt the same way.

However, they did not expect that the director’s action of secretly taking photos was actually the program team pretending to

have lost contact and using a hidden camera to secretly take photos. For seven days, they were secretly taking photos!

The contract was clearly written but they had misunderstood.

Therefore, they could only suffer in silence.

The director was shooting according to the contract, and they had no way to sue him!

The director continued, “Before entering the forest, I also reminded you that no matter what happens, you must perform well.

There will always be people watching your every move, but none of you take my words seriously.”

“In fact, even if you don’t take my words seriously, it doesn’t matter. As long as you are good at heart, at most, you will just fool or

embarrass yourself, just like Brielle.”

“I didn’t expect that the your personality behind the scenes is so bad and vicious that it caused the current situation!”

[Comfortable, finally exposed Pearl in public. Seeing her collapse and incompetent and furious appearance, it is really good!]

[You deserve it! This is retribution!]

[Galley family raised her for twenty years, giving her the best education resources. Why is she still so vicious? That level of

viciousness is not something that ordinary people can compare to. Even she even wanted to harm Jordan who has always loved

her. She is simply heartless!]

[Jordan, this is the result. He pushed aside his own sister, but was almost killed by his beloved fake sister. He deserves it!]

[Director said it too well. They will be ruined because they have bad intentions. If they were normal people, they would not end

up like this!]

[At this time, Pearl still doesn’t feel that she wasn’t wrong. She still thinks that the director was wrong and tried to smear Brielle

and the director. It is really disgusting!]

[Damn used to support her. Now that I think about it, I feel disgusted! Now that I think back to what she said in front of the

camera, she was pretentious and a bitch. Why did I like her back then?]

[Don’t doubt yourself. It’s not your fault. It’s because she is too good at setting up people. Her brother is too good at buying water

armies and marketing accounts to package her. Everyone has their own psychology. When others praise her too much, the

masses will secretly think that she is a good person and develop a filter on her. Even if she pretends to be fake and looks fake,

when she thinks of her good deeds and the grievances she has suffered, she will subconsciously ignore her shortcomings.]

[That’s right. In the past, people on the Internet have always slandered Sister E. They said that her character and private life

were bad. They said that her face was plastic surgery. The lead of the water army and marketing group said that she was ugly.

She took a few photos that needed to be deliberately ugly and posted videos to smear her face. She even made her the top four

ugly women. But Sister E is clearly so beautiful, and now she can suppress everyone with her bare face!]

[The brainwashing type of sales is really scary. A simple sentence or a matter will be repeated, and the fake will become real. It

can make many people follow the wind or follow the wind.]

At the scene, Pearl broke down and cried. She looked at Jordan for help and said pitifully, “Brother, I have nothing left. You have

to help me. You have to help me. Woo…”

Jordan was next to her. She sat on the ground and grabbed his trousers with both hands. She looked up at him with tears in her

eyes.

She looked at him with the same gaze as she used to when she had been wronged, and pleaded with him in a tone that used to

often act spoiled with him.

Because Pearl had been tearing at Jordan’s trousers. Jordan finally withdrew his gaze from the big screen and finally recovered

from his shock.

He lowered his head stiffly and looked at Pearl, who was sitting at his feet, crying with tears on her face and looking at him. with

grievance and sadness.

The next second, his face darkened and twisted, and his eyes burst with rage-
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